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TTouch for You® - Inspiring Self Care 
“Live with Linda” August 17, 2021 - Class Chat 

12:25:52 From Dilly B to Everyone: Lauren have you tried probiotics? Dillyxx 
 
12:41:46 From Carol Chu to Everyone: My late partner had a bone marrow transplant and was in 
an isolation room for several weeks. The walls were purple and there was no view. I think we 
both hated purple walls after that. He listened to music which helped a lot 
 
12:43:57 From TT Teresa Cottarelli-Guenther Switzerland P/H/M to Everyone: Suggestion for 
music: Emiliano Toso, he works with Bruce Lipton The Music meet biology Music for the cells  
healing relaxing 432Hz 
 
12:51:37 From Marnie Reeder to Everyone: Carol, a purple nightmare! 
 
12:52:18 From Carol Chu to Everyone: Indeed! 
 
13:01:02 From Lauren Grey to Everyone: Eva Scher - I will send the layout as soon as I can find 
it. Will send from the email I wrote. Give me time. Will write on subject line of email - Eye 
Acupuncture Layout 
 
13:07:24 From Dilly B to Everyone: Ho o ponopono Garda Duin meditation on YouTube 
 
13:18:40 From Lauren Grey to Everyone: I remember reading on a well known website (whose 
name I cannot remember right now) the founder of this vision strengthening system started out 
by saying something to the effect that “We do not see with our eyes but with our brain”. That 
would explain the confusion, dizziness, everything. 
 
13:22:25 From Simila Sulekha Laiatici to Everyone: Emiliano is great 
 
13:28:53 From megan to Everyone: Lauren, every summer my little dog with pretty big ears gets 
very itchy.  I know it’s not naturopathic, but we give him Benadryl.  One or two tablets a day in a 
pill pocket or whatever he might eat.  200ml.  Tablets.  It seems to help.  I am also giving them (a 
lot more) to one of my horses, who is incredibly itchy.  He is much better (he gets other things 
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too).  Also, there are homeopathic remedies for summer allergies you might try.  Maybe you 
already have.  Anyway. 
 
13:32:28 From Anna Oeste to Everyone: Larry Goldberg, Founder & CEO, Mind in Motion. 
 
13:33:33 From Anna Oeste to Everyone: Larry has an ATM series that all lesson are in a door 
way. 
 
13:40:03 From Kirsten to Everyone: Participant 
 
13:40:27 From Kirsten to Everyone: https://feldenkrais.com/2021-conference/ 
 
13:45:01 From Kirsten to Everyone: modified epley maneuver 
 
13:45:18 From Lesley Holyoake to Everyone: Wolters Kluwer is a publisher 
 
13:46:13 From harrietcowan to Everyone: A pdf is at Epley Maneuver for Benign Positional 
Vertigo https://www.mountsinai.on.ca › 
 
13:46:32 From Kirsten to Everyone: Thank you Harriet 
13:49:19 From Rasya Susanne van Geijn to Everyone: We had pants with pads for the hips in the 
old peoples nursing home, where I worked. We called it "Sturzhosen" 
 
13:52:24 From Maggy Burrowes to Everyone: Feldenkrais is a practice - we need to do it :-) 
 
13:55:10 From Lauren Grey to Everyone: Teresa, you might also check your ears, also. 
Important for Balance. 
 
14:00:01 From Kathryn to Everyone: is this way of walking described anywhere online? I’m not 
quite following 
 
14:10:22 From Kathryn to Everyone: what is the purpose of the toe to heal walking? 
 
14:14:33 From Anna Oeste to Everyone: I love heart hug when I am standing up. My hips move 
from side to side. , Anna 
 
14:16:13 From Kathryn to Everyone: Sorry, but have to leave…. 
 
14:22:00 From Carol Chu to Everyone: sorry need to go take puppy out 
 
14:22:19 From Tyra Quesenberry to Everyone: From Tyra: For the dizziness from floating 
crystal in ears check out Dr. Caro Foster ENT, on U tube.  She has an exercise  where you sit on 
knees and bend head and turn it  and hold it it  in several positions.  It stopped my vertigo  for 2 
years.  It can be a little harder if you have knee issues. It is easier  than the ones you do on your 
back or someone does to you if you have neck issues. 
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14:24:32 From megan to Everyone: Have to run, thanks all.  Xo 
 
14:34:37 From TT Teresa Cottarelli-Guenther Switzerland P/H/M to Everyone: 
 Thank you so much for all the good advises. I have to go With a HEartHug 
 


